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A look into the exclusive world of Graff, the British-owned luxury purveyor of unique jewels,
one-of-a-kind statement pieces, and the most famous diamonds in the world. ï»¿The House of Graff
is synonymous with the pinnacle of luxurious, sophisticated style, the exclusive glamour and
exquisite craftsmanship of its creations a singular complement to the world-famous gemstones that
have passed through its master craftsmenâ€™s hands. Laurence Graffâ€™s gift of releasing the
hidden beauty within gems of unprecedented size and brilliance has led to Graff being renowned as
home to â€œthe most fabulous jewels in the world.â€•Â Spotlighted are famed stones such as the
603-carat Lesotho Promise, which Graff daringly cut into a necklace of 26 perfect stones; the largest
square Fancy Vivid Yellow diamond in the world, the 118.08-carat Delaire Sunrise; and the largest
D Flawless round diamond in the world, the Graff Constellation, at 102.79 carats. This volume
showcases the best of the House of Graffâ€”the most dramatic, the most mesmerizing, and the most
exceptional jewels in the world. Included is the story of the creation of Graff, portrayed through
archival photos and the words of founder Laurence Graff.
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Bitterly disappointed. Two months after receiving this - the linen slip cover is deteriorating, whether
as a result of the poor packaging during shipping or the quality of it's finish, certainly not what one
would expect for the cost of this product!!!!

Well, It's been done, A book so Great that I gave one as a gift, VERY WELL DONE from the slip

cover to the book it self, I'm going to get my copy from the Store for the "GRAFF EXPERIENCE"
and yes I'll spend a about $30.00 more dollars but It will be worth it, to be able to say "OH yes I've
shopped there before is well worth it. The book is Awesome and very well laid out, I never knew that
there were SO many famous stones...Great Job GRAFF, I can't wait until I hit the store.....RR

As my late Mother used to say, "There is never enough money for jewelry." If there was ever a
slow-page turner, this tome is it. Prepare to covet every page.

Fascinating. Terrific mix of gorgeous photography and interesting text. Beautiful quality book/jacket.

Great beautiful book.Very interesting life story
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